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Abstract

The virtual knot theory is a new interesting subject in the recent study of low
dimensional topology. In this paper, we explore the algebraic structure underlying
the virtual braid group and call it the virtual Temperley–Lieb algebra which is
an extension of the Temperley–Lieb algebra by adding the group algebra of the
symmetrical group. We make a connection clear between the Brauer algebra and
virtual Temperley–Lieb algebra, and show the algebra generated by permutation
and its partial transpose to be an example for the virtual Temperley–Lieb algebra
and its important quotients.
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1 Introduction

We recall the historical development of knot theory [1] since Jones’s seminal work
[2, 3, 4]. A braid representation in terms of the Temperley–Lieb (TL) algebra [5, 6]
leads to the formulation of the Jones polynomial, while a braid representation
using the two-parameter Hecke algebra derives the HOMFLY polynomial [7].
The Birman–Wenzl algebra [8, 9] is a generalization of the skein relations of the
Kauffman two-variable polynomial [10] and it maps to the Brauer algebra [11, 12]
in analogy to the map of the Hecke algebra to the group algebra of the symmetric
group.

In the recent study of low dimensional topology, the virtual knot theory be-
comes an interesting topic and this adds virtual crossings to knot theory which
are a representation of the symmetric group, see [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. As a
closure of classical crossings is a knot (link), a closure of classical and virtual
crossings leads to a virtual knot (link). The virtual braid group is generated by
classical and virtual crossings. In the present paper, we explore the algebraic
structure underlying the virtual braid group and name it the virtual TL algebra
which is a virtual generalization of the TL algebra by involving virtual crossings.

In the literature, the virtual TL algebra has been implicitly argued [19, 20]
and independently proposed [21]. As an extension of [21], in this paper we will
study the virtual TL algebra from a pure algebraic viewpoint, i,e., the mixed
relations between TL idempotents and virtual crossings are determined by a
presumed requirement that virtual braids can be represented in the virtual TL
algebra. Hence we will be able to make the connection clear between the Brauer
algebra and virtual TL algebra. The Brauer algebra [11, 12] is generated by usual
TL idempotents plus an operator that behaves like a permutation, denoting an
algebra of all possible connections between n points and n points in the graphical
sense.

The plan of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 derives those alge-
braic relations for defining the virtual Temperley–Lieb algebra and its important
quotients. Section 3 builds the connection between the virtual TL algebra and
the Brauer algebra, and shows that the algebra generated by permutation and its
partial transpose [21] is an example for the virtual TL algebra and its important
quotients. Last section remarks applications of the virtual TL algebra and virtual
braid group to quantum information [22, 23].

2 The virtual TL algebra and its quotients

After the sketch of the virtual braid group and its quotients, we define the virtual
TL algebra and its two important quotients: the welded virtual TL algebra and
unrestricted virtual TL algebra.
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2.1 The virtual braid group and its quotients

The virtual braid group V Bn [13, 14, 15, 24] is an extension of the classical braid
group Bn by involving virtual crossings. Classical crossings σi, generators of Bn,
satisfy the braid group relation called “BGR”,

BGR : σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1, i = 1, · · · , n− 1,

σiσj = σjσi, j 6= i± 1. (1)

Virtual crossings vi form a representation of the group algebra of the symmetric
group and satisfy the virtual crossing relation called “V CR”,

V CR : v2i = 11, vivi+1vi = vi+1vivi+1,

vivj = vjvi, j 6= i± 1, (2)

the symbol 11 denoting the identity operator. Besides “BGR” and “V CR”, virtual
crossings vi and classical crossings σj have to satisfy the mixed relations called
“V BR”,

V BR : σivj = vjσi, j 6= i± 1,

viσi+1vi = vi+1σivi+1. (3)

The move with two classical crossings and one virtual crossing is a forbidden
move in the virtual knot theory [24, 25, 26, 27]. There are two types of forbidden
moves: the first one denoted by (F1) and the second denoted by (F2),

(F1) : viσi+1σi = σi+1σivi+1, (F2) : σiσi+1vi = vi+1σiσi+1. (4)

The first forbidden move (F1) preserves the combinatorial fundamental group,
as is not true for the second forbidden move (F2). This makes it possible to
take an important quotient of the virtual braid group V Bn. The welded braid
group WBn [24] satisfies the same isotopy relations as the V Bn group but allows
the forbidden move (F1). The unrestricted virtual braid group UBn allows both
forbidden moves (F1) and (F2) although any classical knot can be unknotted in
the virtual category if we allow both forbidden moves [25, 26, 27].

2.2 The virtual Temperley–Lieb algebra vTLn

The virtual TL algebra vTLn is a virtual extension of the TL algebra TLn by
adding virtual crossings vi (2). The Temperley–Lieb relation called “TLR(λ)”,
which are satisfied by generators Ei of the TL algebra TLn(λ) with the loop
parameter λ, are given by

TLR(λ) : E2
i = λEi, (Ei)

† = Ei, i = 1, . . . , n− 1,

EiEi±1Ei = Ei, EiEj = EjEi, |i− j| > 1. (5)
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Besides V CR and TLR(λ), Ei and vi have to satisfy the mixed relations which
make it possible to represent virtual braids in the virtual Temperley–Lieb algebra.

A linear representation ρ of the V Bn group assumes a form in terms of Ei

and vi,
ρ : vTLn → V Bn, ρi = a+ bEi + cvi, (6)

where a, b, c are parameters to be determined and this representation has to
satisfy the BGR and V BR relations. The V BR relation is a linear formulation
of braids σi, and this leads to a mixed relation between Ei and vi called “V EV ”
which is irrelevant with the parameters a, b, c,

V EV : viEi+1vi = vi+1Eivi+1, i, j = 1, 2, · · · n− 1,

Eivj = vjEi, j 6= i± 1. (7)

Note that the V EV relation together with the V CR relation derives Ei+1 in
terms of Ei, vi, vi+1 by Ei+1 = vivi+1Eivi+1vi. This means that the vTLn algebra
can be generated by the idempotent E1 and a set of virtual crossings vi. As a
kind of heritage, the virtual braid group V Bn can be generated by the crossing
σ1 and the set of virtual crossings vi, see [28].

With the help of the V EV , TLR(λ) and V CR relations, the BGR relation
in terms of the linear representation ρ (6) has a simplified form called the (vTL)
relation,

(vTL) : 0 = (a2b+ ab2λ+ b3)(Ei − Ei+1) + a2c(vi − vi+1)

+abc(Eivi + viEi − Ei+1vi+1 − vi+1Ei+1) + b2c

2
∑

j=0

[F ]j (8)

where the symbols [F ]0, [F ]1 and [F ]2 are given by

[F ]0 = Eivi+1Ei − Ei+1viEi+1,

[F ]1 = viEi+1Ei − Ei+1Eivi+1,

[F ]2 = EiEi+1vi − Ei+1Eivi+1. (9)

The (vTL) relation can be further simplified under specific circumstances.
As b = 0, ac 6= 0, it leads to vi = vi+1 which is forbidden. For convenience, b is
non-vanishing in the following. As c = 0, ab 6= 0, it is reduced to an equation of
a, b, solved by setting a = 1,

a2b+ ab2λ+ b3 = 0, a = 1, b± = −
1

2
(λ∓

√

λ2 − 4 ), (10)

which shows that ρ± = 11 + b±E is a braid representation. As a = 0, bc 6= 0, it
has a simplified form,

b(Ei − Ei+1) + c

2
∑

j=0

[F ]j = 0. (11)
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Hence the virtual TL algebra vTLn in the present paper is an algebra generated
by TL idempotents Ei satisfying TLR(λ) and virtual crossings vi satisfying V CR,
and Ei, vi have to satisfy the mixed relations: V EV and (vTL).

2.3 The welded and unrestricted virtual TL algebras

The welded and unrestricted virtual TL algebras wTLn and uTLn are two im-
portant quotients of the virtual TL algebra vTLn in view of the fact that the
virtual braid group V Bn has two important quotients including the welded and
unrestricted virtual braid groups WBn and UBn.

The first forbidden move (F1), see (4), in terms of the braid ρ (6) has the
form called the (FF1) relation,

(FF1) : a
2(vi − vi+1) = −ab(viEi − Ei+1vi+1 + viEi+1 − Eivi+1)− b2[F1] (12)

which is independent of the parameter c. With the help of this (FF1) relation,
the (vTL) relation is replaced by the following (wTL1) relation,

(wTL1) : (a2b+ ab2λ+ b3)(Ei − Ei+1) + b2c([F0] + [F2])

+abc(Eivi − vi+1Ei+1 − viEi+1 +Eivi+1) = 0. (13)

As c = 0, ab 6= 0, the (wTL1) relation derives the same a, b as (10). As a =
0, bc 6= 0, the (wTL1) and (FF1) relations have the simplified forms,

b(Ei − Ei+1) + c([F ]0 + [F ]2) = 0, [F ]1 = 0. (14)

Therefore, the welded TL algebra wTLn is generated by TL idempotents Ei

satisfying TLR(λ) and virtual crossings vi satisfying V CR, and Ei, vi have to
satisfy the mixed relations V EV , (FF1) and (wTL1).

Now we derive the (FF2) relation from the second forbidden move (F2), see
(4), using the braid ρ (6),

(FF2) : a
2(vi − vi+1) = −ab(Eivi − vi+1Ei+1 + Ei+1vi − vi+1Ei)− b2[F2] (15)

which is substituted into the (vTL) relation to derive the (wTL2) relation,

(wTL2) : (a2b+ ab2λ+ b3)(Ei − Ei+1) + b2c([F ]0 + [F ]1)

+abc(viEi − Ei+1vi+1 − Ei+1vi + vi+1Ei) = 0. (16)

As c = 0, ab 6= 0, the same a, b as (10) are required. As a = 0, bc 6= 0, the (FF2)
and (wTL2) relations have the following forms,

b(Ei − Ei+1) + c([F ]0 + [F ]1) = 0, [F ]2 = 0. (17)

As a result, the unrestricted TL algebra uTLn is generated by TL idempotents
Ei satisfying TLR(λ) and vi satisfying V CR, and Ei, vi have to satisfy the mixed
relations V EV , (FFl) and (wTLl), l = 1, 2. As c = 0, ab 6= 0, the parameters a, b
are fixed by (10). As a = 0, bc 6= 0, the unrestricted TL algebra uTLn satisfies
the simplified mixed relations,

[F ]1 = [F ]2 = 0, b(Ei − Ei+1) + c[F ]0 = 0. (18)
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3 The Brauer algebra and virtual TL algebra

We study the relationship between the virtual TL algebra and Brauer algebra,
and present an example for the virtual TL algebra and its quotients which is an
algebra generated by permutation and its partial transpose.

3.1 The Brauer algebra as an virtual extension of the TL algebra

The Brauer algebra Dn(λ) [11] with the loop parameter λ is generated by TL
idempotents Ei and virtual crossings vi, i = 1, · · · , n− 1, which satisfy the mixed
relations given by

(ev/ve) : Eivi = viEi = Ei, Eivj = vjEi, j 6= i± 1,

(vee) : vi±1EiEi±1 = viEi±1, (eev) : Ei±1Eivi±1 = Ei±1vi. (19)

Obviously, the TLR(λ), V CR and V EV relations for defining the virtual TL
algebra are automatically satisfied in the Brauer algebra, and so we only need to
examine under which conditions the (vTL), (wTLl) and (FFl), l = 1, 2 relations
are satisfied in the Brauer algerba.

The three symbols F0, F1 and F2 in the (vTL) relation have the explicit forms
in the Brauer algebra,

[F ]0 = Ei − Ei+1, [F ]1 = vi+1Ei − Ei+1vi, [F ]2 = Eivi+1 − viEi+1, (20)

They are forbidden to be vanishing because [F ]j = 0 leads to Ei = Ei+1 which is
not allowed in the Brauer algebra. The (vTL) relation is replaced by an equation
in the Brauer algebra,

a2c(vi − vi+1) + b(a2 + abλ+ b2 + c(2a + b))[F ]0 + b2c([F1] + [F2]) = 0, (21)

which has a solution given by (10) as the objects including vi − vi+1, [F ]1, [F ]2
and [F ]3 are regarded as linearly independent. Hence the Brauer algebra Dn(λ)
is an example for the virtual TL algebra vTLn(λ) as (21) can be satisfied.

Similarly, the (wTL1) relation for defining the welded virtual TL algebra has
the form in the Brauer algebra,

b(a2 + abλ+ b2 + c(a+ b))[F ]0 + bc(a+ b)[F ]2 = 0, (22)

which determines a = −b and λ = 2 as [F ]0 and [F ]2 are linearly independent.
The (FF1) relation has a simplified form denoted by < F2 > similar to the second
forbidden move (4),

< F2 >: E∗
i E

∗
i+1vi = vi+1E

∗
i E

∗
i+1, E∗

i = 11− Ei, (23)

where E∗
i is permutation-like E2

i = 11 at λ = 2 and forms a braid representation
since (10). Hence the Brauer algebra Dn(2) modulo the forbidden move < F2 >
is the welded vitual TL algebra wTLn(2) with a = b = −1.
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Furthermore, the (wTL2) relation has a simplified form in the Brauer algebra

b(a2 + abλ+ b2 + c(a+ b))[F ]0 + bc(a+ b)[F ]2 = 0 (24)

which specifies a = −b, λ = 2 and rewrites the (FF2) relation into the form
denoted by < F1 > similar to the first forbidden move (4):

< F1 >: viE
∗
i+1E

∗
i = E∗

i+1E
∗
i vi+1. (25)

Therefore, the Brauer algebra Dn(2) modulo both forbidden moves < F1 > and
< F2 > is the unrestricted virtual TL algebra uTLn(2) with a = b = −1.

3.2 Permutation and its partial transpose

H1 and H2 are two independent d-dimensional Hilbert spaces with bases {|i〉}
and {|j〉}, and the tensor product |i〉 ⊗ |j〉 denoted by |ij〉 are product bases of
H1⊗H2. The partial transpose operator Θ2 acts on the operator product A⊗B
and only transforms indices belonging to the bases of the second Hilbert space
H2, namely Θ2(A ⊗B) = A ⊗ BT . When the bases of H2 are fixed, the symbol
BT denotes the matrix transpose.

The permutation operator P has the form by P =
∑d

i,j=1
|ij〉〈ji| which sat-

isfies P |ξη〉 = |ηξ〉. With the partial transpose Θ2 acting on the permutation P ,
we introduce a new operator P∗ given by

P∗ = Θ2 ◦ P =
d

∑

i,j=1

(|i〉 ⊗ 〈j|)(|j〉 ⊗ 〈i|)T , P∗|ξη〉 =
d

∑

i=1

|ii〉δξη . (26)

The algebra generated by the permutation P and its partial transpose P∗ is found
to be the Brauer algebra Dn(d). P∗ is an idempotent of the TLn(d) algebra since
it satisfies

P∗P∗ =
d

∑

i,j,i′,j′

|ii〉〈jj|i′i′〉〈j′j′| = d
d

∑

i,j

|ii〉〈jj| = dP∗, (27)

and the permutation P is a natural virtual crossing. The axiom (ev/ve) of the
Brauer algebra is satisfied since PP∗ = P∗P = P∗, the axiom (vee) can be checked
via calculation

(P ⊗ Id)E2E1|ijk〉 = (P ⊗ Id)
d

∑

l=1

|kll〉δij = (Id⊗ P )E1|ijk〉, (28)

and similarly for the verification of the axiom (eev).
A braid representation in terms of P∗ is given by

ρ± = 11 + b±P∗, b± = −
1

2
(d∓

√

d2 − 4), d ≥ 2. (29)
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which is consistent with the case of a = 1, c = 0, λ = d in (10). Hence P and P∗

satisfy the (vTL) relation and they generate an algebra which is the virtual TL
algebra vTLn(d).

At d = 2, a = b = −1, furthermore, P and P∗ form the unrestricted virtual
TL algebra uTLn(2). The operator 11− P∗ denoted by P ∗ has the action on |ij〉
given by

P ∗ = 11− P∗, P ∗|ij〉 = |ij〉 − (|00〉 + |11〉)δij , i, j = 0, 1, (30)

and in terms of P and P ∗ it is easy to prove the following equations,

PiP
∗
i+1P

∗
i = P ∗

i+1P
∗
i Pi+1, P ∗

i P
∗
i+1Pi = Pi+1P

∗
i P

∗
i+1, (31)

which are the forbidden moves < F1 > and < F2 > respectively.
Moreover, a diagrammatical representation for permutation and its partial

transpose has been presented [21].

3.3 Concluding remarks and outlooks

In this paper, we introduce the virtual TL algebra as an extension of the TL
algebra in view of the algebraic ansatz that the virtual TL algebra can represent
the virtual braid group. We show that the Brauer algebra is the virtual TL
algebra and its quotients under specific conditions, and present an example given
by permutation and its partial transpose. In our further research, we will discuss
virtual generalizations of knot invariants in terms of the trace functional over the
virtual TL algebra and its quotients.

We will also study the applications of the virtual TL algebra and virtual
braid group to quantum information phenomena. In [21, 22], the TLn algebra
under local unitary transformations is found to be a suitable algebraic structure
underlying quantum information protocols involving maximally entangled states,
and the teleportation configuration is recognized as a fundamental element in
the diagrammatical representation for defining the the virtual TL algebra. The
virtual mixed relation for defining the virtual braid group is a kind of formulation
of the teleportation equation [22], while the virtual braid group is proposed to be
a natural language for quantum computing [21].
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